SKILLS FORUM

Tanzania's UBONGO wins EdTech Prize at Global Education & Training Forum
Front of judges and a live audience.

During the plenary session, six EdTech startups, namely, EdiFy’s, Praxilabs, Ghana’s Fundazy, India’s Post, Pakistan’s MuscleGlasses, Tanzanian’s UbonGo and Brazil’s Siga pitched at main EdTech stage.

The live audience votes during the closing plenary of the form, localised learning to African families at low cost and mass scale, won mass media, and the connectivity of mobile devices, to deliver effective, scalable learning solutions.

The startup, which leverages the power of entertainment, the reach of Arab Emirates.

This year’s NEXT Billion EdTech Prize and awarded the NEXT Billion Prize toppling at the Global Education & Skills Forum in Dubai’s. United Arab Emirates-based EdTech startup, UbonGo emerged overall winner of
The Prize recognises the most innovative use of technology that has the potential to radically impact education in low-income and emerging economies.

The winners were awarded $25,000 each, while the winner, Tanzania’s UBONGO, emerged as the clear standout. Their innovative solutions have the potential to transform education in the region. After a live audience voting session, the top three startups that emerged...
EdTech Prize and the $1 million Global Teacher Prize.

In global education, culminating in the award of the Next Billion
1500 delegates from around the world to solve the most pressing issues

The Global Education & Skills Forum (GESF) brought together over

Investment and achieve rapid growth.

made at GESF to sign country-wide distribution contracts, receive new

gone from strength to strength over the past year, using the contracts

winner of the Next Billion Prize 2018. The finalists of the Prize have

Last year, Chatterbox, an online language school emerged overall.